Westminster Aviation Security Services Ltd (WASS) have developed a unique programme to assist Governments, Airport Authorities and Airport Operators to bring their airports to international standards, at no cost to the authorities and with no additional cost or further investment required, by them, for the life of the contract.

Under the Total Care Package WASS provide all the investment and expertise required to bring the airports up to international standards including the installation and maintenance of all airport security equipment, the provision of manpower and management and the delivery of all relevant training to international standards. WASS can also accept full responsibility for payroll cost of the civilian security workforce within the airports thereby saving the authority significant costs, as well as providing the authorities with an ongoing income stream through concession fees.

Where necessary additional services can include the provision and / or review of the National Aviation Security Plan (NASP), Airport Security Plan (ASP) and Standard Operating Procedure (SOP’s)

The Proposal

Under this package Westminster Aviation Security Services proposes to:

- Significantly improve and enhance security at International & Domestic Airports at no cost to the Government or Airport Authority;
- Provide the investment and expertise required to improve and enhance airport security and infrastructure;
- Deliver the Government / Airport Authority an ongoing income stream via concession fees and enhanced tax revenue;
- Ensure ongoing compliance with ICAO and International requirements;
- Invest in the local community providing employment and local purchases;
- Enhance the efficiency of security operations;
- Ensure quality of services to the Airport Authority and airline operators through the use of KPIs and ISO9001 Quality Management Systems;
- Enhanced security can attract further airline operators and passengers to the country.
- Potentially Increase the airport capacity;
TOTAL CARE PACKAGE

The Benefits

- **World Class Airport Security** – WASS will provide world class security processes and technology systems that provides safe, hassle free and efficient experiences for travellers, meet and exceeds all international regulations and give essential tools to address public safety issues and can enhance economic development;

- **New Technology** – upgrades and maintenance provided by Westminster on a continual basis throughout the life of the contract;

- **Substantial Economic Benefit** – Significant government cost reduction on existing security responsibilities at international airports, with no further investment required. Economic benefit to the local economy, employment opportunities and local purchases;

- **Government Revenue Stream** – Concession fees potentially generating significant revenue per annum and enhanced tax revenue to Government;

- **Provision of Shared Resources and Intelligence** – With agencies and key Stakeholders such as: Customs, Immigration, Police, Army, Airlines, Airport Operators, Ground handling & Others.

Why Westminster?

- World leading security provider, operating in 48 countries;
- World leading aviation security management team;
- Westminster have the experience, resources and the technical expertise to undertake such projects and deliver a professional and effective Airport Security Service;
- Westminster have a track record of successfully delivering similar projects worldwide.
- Westminster provide increased employment and investment benefits to the local community;
- Westminster takes pride in providing humanitarian support to the local communities in which it operates.

Our promise:

We will ........

- Deliver a first class, professionally run ground security operation covering the entire airport security requirement, creating a safe and secure environment for airport users and stakeholders alike;
- Work with the authorities to ensure continuous compliance with international requirements;
- Deliver on key performance indicators (KPIs) and provide regular reports and management information;
- Deliver significant revenue in concession fees to the Government / Airport Authority whilst at the same time reducing costs and improving prosperity!